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・・・・   “Kyoto Virtual Design Fair” is held with 24 companies dealing with products incorpo-

rating Kyoto’s techniques, materials and designs, such as interior, tableware, kitchenware and

fashion accessories. You can visit the following exhibition site and see their products virtually.

https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=88kvqgYnk9r

・・・   This site was filmed at Villa Kujoyama. Villa Kujoyama is an artist-in-residence run by

Institut Français du Japon, promoting dialogue between cultures and contemporary creation.
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Furoshiki in 50cm (18")size is suitable for Lunch 
Box wrapping as well as gift wrapping. 
Furoshiki is a versatile item that are used in 
various scenes by tying knots on its ends. As 
well as that, it decorates your rooms in the 
spread form. The bigger size of furoshiki can 
be used as a bag, and you can bring it with 
you when you go shopping. In terms of the 
smaller size of furoshiki, it turns into a zero-
waste gift wrapping. Please try it out.

 ▞ Furoshiki (Cloth)

Water-repellent 70cm is used for outdoor 
activities and disaster prevention, and of 
course it is suitable for using as an eco-
friendly bag when you go to the grocery 
store.
Furoshiki is a versatile item that are used in 
various scenes by tying knots on its ends. As 
well as that, it decorates your rooms in the 
spread form. The bigger size of furoshiki can 
be used as a bag, and you can bring it with 
you when you go shopping. In terms of the 
smaller size of furoshiki, it turns into a zero-
waste gift wrapping. Please try it out.

We made a Furoshiki out of 100 % organic 
cotton due to the rise of eco-friendly life 
styles. We have two sizes so you can use it 
as an eco-bag, wrapping, luncheon mat, 
or for bento boxes. These simple circle and 
square designs create a beautiful mesh of 
overlapping colors.

 ▞ Furoshiki (Cloth)

 ▞ 100 MUSUBI ORGANIC | Circle Blue

The bigger size of furoshiki provide a high-
versatility. It can be used as a bag, kids' 
backpack, home decor or playmat, etc.
Furoshiki is a versatile item that are used in 
various scenes by tying knots on its ends. As 
well as that, it decorates your rooms in the 
spread form. The bigger size of furoshiki can 
be used as a bag, and you can bring it with 
you when you go shopping. In terms of the 
smaller size of furoshiki, it turns into a zero-
waste gift wrapping. Please try it out.

 ▞ Furoshiki (Cloth)

01 | Yamada seni Co., Ltd. -
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The mouthpiece bag, which was used by 
doctors in the past and was named Doctor 
Bag, has been redesigned to the size of a 
handbag. It is vertically longer than the S 
size and has a silhouette close to a square. 
Made of all-leather and has an elegant 
finish, it can be expected to play an active 
role not only for everyday use but also 
for scenes that require dress-up such as 
ceremonial occasions. There is also a snap 
button on the base so you don't have to 
worry about opening it unexpectedly, and 
when you open it, the base opens wide...

 ▞ doctor bag M

Shopper bag is inspired by a paper bag. 
Although it looks like a paper bag, in order 
to give it strength as a bag, a bottom stud 
is attached and metal fittings are also 
attached to the edges of the fabric. Making 
a round hole in the fabric and passing the 
handle vertically is similar to a paper bag. 
In addition, while maintaining the form as a 
paper bag, the bottom studs on the bottom 
and the metal fittings on the corners that 
accentuate it provide sufficient strength. 
You can hang it on your shoulder or hold it 
by hand, just like...

 ▞ shopper bag

We redesigned the student bag to a small 
size modernly, used in the past. The design 
is simple, but the metal fitting in the center is 
characteristic. There are three ways to hold 
the bag; hand bag, shoulder bag, sacoche.

 ▞ olden mini

[ About FOLD ]
An all-leather collection with the theme 
of "folding (-FOLD-)", inspired by three-
dimensional origami. By digging the back 
of the leather with a chisel, a unique 
silhouette of folding that is impossible to sew 
is expressed.
[ Work description ]
A handbag created with the image of 
crystals. The bottom is a pentagon, so the 
design expands a little and becomes...

 ▞ FOLD crystal

02 | KENTO HASHIGUCHI A design that has a characteristic that can be recognized as our work in simplicity.
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SOKOCOOL BAG is a unique cooler bag 
divided into two sections, upper and lower.
The upper section can be used for storing 
food and cutlery at room temperature. It is 
a drawstring so that it can hold a lot.
The lower section has a cooling effect, so 
you can put things you want to keep cool in 
it, such as lunch boxes and cold drinks.
The double zipper that goes all the way 
around to the back opens the lower...

 ▞ SOKOCOOL BAG M HSBM-01 beige

SOKOCOOL BAG is a unique cooler bag 
divided into two sections, upper and lower. 
The upper section can be used for storing 
food and cutlery at room temperature. It 
has a drawstring design that can hold a lot.
The lower section is for items you want to 
keep cool. The bottom compartment can 
hold a large pack of meat or a plastic bottle 
because of its cooling effect.
The double zipper all the way to the back 
opens the lower section wide for...

	▞ SOKOCOOL	BAG	L	HSBL-03	gray

Reusable bags are necessary for everyday 
shopping.
You want to put your purchases straight into 
the bag, but it's hard to put them in... Have 
you ever felt that way?
KAKUZOKO is a very "nice" reusable bag 
with a firm gusset bottom.
There are three reasons for this
1. the bottom is firm, so you can pack your 
purchases neatly...

 ▞ KAKUZOKO Reusable bag IROHA S GZBS-03 Breath

KAKUZOKO is a very "nice" eco-bag with a 
firm gusset bottom.
Three reasons why it has a good bottom. 
There are three reasons for this
1.The bottom is firm, so you can pack your 
purchases neatly.
2.The bottom is firm, so the contents will not 
tilt when lifted.
3.The bottom is firm, so it is stable even when 
placed on the back of a car or on...

 ▞ KAKUZOKO Reusable bag AIUEO M GZAM-01 Veggie Bu-chan

03 | Iroha Publishing Inc.

In Kyoto, we are engaged in book publishing, planning and sales of design products (stationery 
& households). Our staffs are on avarage at age 30, and we create a variety of products with our 
energetic and young sensibility. We strive to bring love, dreams, and smiles to people around 
the world.Since we have several in-house planners and designers, we are strong in planning and 
design skills. We are experienced in overseas trade, so we can speedily (see more...)
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Add glittering excitement every day.
"SUI Plus Bags" with a very unique impressive 
design.
It is a bag that makes you feel happy 
regardless of whether you are wearing 
Japanese or Western clothes.
Not to mention its cute appearance, it looks 
compact, but I'm glad that it has plenty of 
capacity to carry around with a long wallet, 
PET bottle, cosmetic pouch, paperback 
book, etc.

 ▞ Bag

"Nishijin Okamoto"  ×  "aillugib"
Cloth collected by "aillugib" with a focus on 
various colors and materials.
Only one turban in the world that combines 
those cloths and Nishijin-ori.
Nishijin-ori of "Nishijin-Okamoto", Live Turban 
born from the encounter of "silk fabric to 
express paradise", Nishijin-ori of Nishijin-ori.

 ▞ Hair Turban

"COSMOS NOSTALGIE", with the concept of 
"adult science room".
Nishijin-ori of "Nishijin Okamoto", "Silk fabric to 
express paradise" was born by encountering 
"尊 MICOTO".
Skilled craftsmen make each one by hand.

 ▞ Contemporary jewelry

04 | Okamoto Orimono Co., Ltd. Gorgeous, Brilliant, Glossy Making the best use of silk fabric It is an interior and miscellaneous 
goods accessory with rich originality.
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	▞ Kyoto-color	soft	pastel	18	colors	set

No harmful substance. Second market share 
of soft pastel in Japan. Wide variety of all 
colors 242 Handmade by craftmanship. Luxury 
wooden box, to safely carry and transport. 
Over 100 years of experience. The first soft 
pastel in Japan and rich stock of product 
background. Beauty unique to Japan.

 ▞ Gondola soft pastel 242 colors set

 ▞ Gondola soft pastel 100 colors set  ▞ Gondola soft pastel 48 colors set

05 | Ohkan Kagaku Kogyosyo Co., Ltd.

Gondola Pastel made the first pastels in Japan and we are the only soft pastel maker in the 
country. Our pastel has the following two characteristics. One is having beautiful traditional 
Japanese colors. The other one is that our pastel size (2cm) is convenient to be carried for 
outdoor sketching. Even today each of our pastels is hand made in Japan. Our bland  g Gondola 
Pastel  g is trusted by a wide range of people for our solid quality pastels and loved (see more...)
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The owner, who lives in Uji City, Kyoto 
Prefecture, is synonymous with delicious 
matcha, and manufactures and sells 
the incense "Itokashika [Matcha]" that 
uses only Uji Matcha, a local specialty, 
as an incense ingredient. By warming this 
incense to give it a scent, the refreshing 
and soothing scent of tea spreads 
without smoke. Therefore, you can use 
it comfortably even if you have a family 
member who is not good at smoke.
In addition to the good aroma of matcha, 

 ▞ Ito wokashi-kou Matcha 5 pieces

It is a set of "Ito wokashi-kou [Matcha]" and 
a special incense furnace "Gin-you" that 
warm it.
It is a set that is easy to use even for the first 
time, with a candle and a match (deleted 
when it cannot be exported) so that it can 
be burned from the day it arrives.
It comes in a wooden box with the original 
logo printed on it, making it ideal as a gift.
The incense warmmer is light and foldable, 
so you can enjoy the scent of incense 
even when traveling. In addition, since the 

 ▞ First experience box

one of the features is the appearance of 
sweets made using a wooden pattern that 
makes traditional Japanese tea sweets. This is 
done by the shop owner with all his heart and 
candy. Due to the beautiful appearance of 
the tea confectionery that accompanies 
you when you eat matcha, it is a matcha 
incense that you can enjoy not only with the 
scent but also with your eyes.
Although the package is simple, it creates a 
calm and elegant atmosphere of Japanese 
style, such as using ribbons inspired by 

traditional Japanese crafts, Mizuhiki. It is also 
recommended as a gift for those who like 
Japan and those who like matcha.
Matcha, which is used as a raw material...

temperature can be adjusted in two stages, 
it can be used when there are few candles 
left or for candles with weak heat.
If you warm incense in this special incense 
warm, the scent of tea will last for about 1 
hour.
The deodorized incense can be used as an 
aroma stone by soaking it in your favorite 
aroma oil.

06 | INCENSE KITCHEN

The owner, who lives in Uji City, Kyoto Prefecture, which is synonymous with delicious matcha, 
manufactures and sells the incense "Ito wokashi-ko(Tea confectionery-like incense) [Matcha]" 
that uses only Uji matcha, which is a local specialty, as an incense ingredient. One of the features 
is not only the good scent of fragrant matcha, but also the appearance like sweets made using 
wooden molds that make traditional Japanese tea confectionery. You can enjoy  (see more...)
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Making full use of the traditional craft of 
cloisonne ware, each piece is carefully 
finished into a painting. A picture of a 
cloisonne ware depicting the fresh greenery 
and autumn leaves of a Japanese garden 
that can be seen through a round window. 
The characteristic fittings of old Japanese 
architecture are drawn.
The multicolored glaze of the cloisonne 
ware is layered to express the fresh green 
and autumn leaves in vivid colors.
Since it is baked, there is no need to worry 
about fading or deterioration over time due 
to sunburn.

 ▞ Cloisonne painting Japanese garden and windows

Making full use of the traditional craft of 
cloisonne ware, each piece is carefully 
finished into a painting. A picture of a 
cloisonne ware depicting the fresh greenery 
and autumn leaves of a Japanese garden 
that can be seen through the window of a 
shoji screen. The characteristic fittings of old 
Japanese architecture are drawn.
The multicolored glaze of the cloisonne 
ware is layered to express the fresh green 
and autumn leaves in vivid colors.
Since it is baked, there is no need to worry 
about fading or deterioration over time due 
to sunburn.

 ▞ Cloisonne painting Japanese garden and shoji windows

Making full use of the traditional craft of 
cloisonne ware, each piece is carefully 
finished into a painting. The famous places 
in Kyoto in each season are made into a 
small frame with cloisonne ware. Why don't 
you collect it as a memory of your trip?
Since it is baked, there is no need to worry 
about fading or deterioration over time due 
to sunburn. Please enjoy the bright colors 
and luster of Cloisonne ware forever.

 ▞ Cloisonne painting Famous places in Kyoto

Making full use of the traditional craft of 
cloisonne ware, each piece is carefully 
finished into a painting. The multicolored 
glaze of the cloisonne ware is layered to 
express Kiyomizu-dera floating in the spring 
when the fresh green and cherry blossoms 
bloom.
Since it is baked, there is no need to worry 
about fading or deterioration over time due 
to sunburn.

 ▞ Cloisonne Kiyomizudera Spring

07 | NANASAIKOBO Co. We can build your original designs on an OEM basis.
Traditional craft Enamel art
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 ▞ CHAWAKA size3  ▞ CHAWAKA size4

We are a group of artisans who have set up a workshop in Uji, Kyoto and have been 
producing art. In the midst of our daily search for a way to communicate the charm 
of Uji, where our studio is located, through the power of our creators, we suddenly 
realized that the tea fields here and there in the city of Uji... I suddenly realized that Uji 
tea, which is so familiar to people all over the world, is originally a plant.
As I visited tea farmers many times, I learned about the many hardships farmers have 
to go through to grow the delicate tea, and the existence of tea leaves that are not 
sold in the market because of their delicacy.
We thought that by using this Uji tea, which has a first-class aroma and appearance, 
as a plant, we could create a second story of tea through the power of our creators, 
and that is how Chawabana was born.
We are committed to SDG no12 "Responsibility to use in Uji what is made in Uji" and are 
working on this project.
The wooden box used as a vase is inspired by a tea box, and the grain of each piece 
of wood is different.
In order to convey the charm of Uji, Kyoto, the designer devised a number of design 
ideas based on the culture, geography, and history of Uji, Kyoto. Therefore, each 
piece has its own story.
In addition, it took us about a year to achieve the current shape by focusing on the 
technique of hardening the tea leaves without losing their aroma as much as possible.
This technique has been registered as a utility model, and is the result of many trials 
and errors, and the skill, knowledge, and time and effort of the craftsmen.
Enjoy the aroma of tea leaves and the feeling of traveling to Uji, Kyoto in the comfort 
of your own home.

 ▞ CHAWAKA size5

08 | TAJIRO STUDIO inc.

We have designers and artisans in our company, which is located in Uji City, Kyoto Prefecture. 
We are proud of our design skills and high craftsmanship. The products of Chawahana, which 
are a combination of Japanese craftsmanship and Kyoto brand, have been registered as utility 
models.
From our company in Uji, Kyoto, we offer a new type of flower arrangement called (see more...)
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This textile is like picture.

	▞ Whale

09 | Tomiya Textile Corporation
Wall decoration that can be made to order from the photo.
We have succeeded in weaving high-definition woven fabrics as shown in the photograph with 
obi width for the first time in the world.
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The fabric is "Full Moon", which is an 
application of Watabun's original Nishijin-
ori  weaving technique, and is finished in a 
panel by a craftsman of Kyoto traditional 
crafts.

 ▞ Nishijin-ori Art Panel Moon Silver

The fabric is "Full Moon", which is an 
application of Watabun's original Nishijin-
ori  weaving technique, and is finished in a 
panel by a craftsman of Kyoto traditional 
crafts.

	▞ nishijin-ori	art	panel	moon	gold

A table runner using Nishijin-ori original 
textiles. The theme was "Tawaraya Sotatsu 
/ Fujin Raijin Folding Screen". It expresses the 
rusty feeling of the foil over time.

 ▞ Nishijin-ori Table runner Haku silver

10 | watabun co., ltd.
We design, make pattern paper, and weave in the Nishijin-ori manufacturing process at our own 
factory.
It manufactures Nishijin-ori obi and sells it mainly to wholesalers.
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The decoration that decorates the inside of 
the temple, gorgeous.As an interior.

 ▞ keman

11 | Sakushima Co., Ltd. Creat
Healing & be healed & Fine
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Japan'smost eminent Zen masters;written in 
Japanese calligraphy on the washi.
You can enjoy watching different Zen words 
every month.
The cover painting also uses national 
treasure and important cultural property-
class paintings associated with the zodiac 
every year.
These washi are useful to make a Japanese 
scloll or Japanese shikishi when finished.

 ▞ The Art of Zen Caligraphy

It was reprinted with high-class art printing 
and finished in a mini.

 ▞ Fujin and Raijinzu Folding Screen

12 | Senshin Kogei

Our company is located near Toji Temple in Kyoto City, and it has been 50 years since it was 
founded in the center of Japanese culture. The company name [Senshin Kogei] was named by 
Zenkei Shibayama, the former president of the Rinzai sect of Nanzenji.
"SENSHIN" comes from the philosophy to seek the unwavering truth in the age of ever-changing 
world-. It became [Senshin  "KOGEI"] with the intention of aiming for a craft that (see more...)
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In Japan, incense was once a form of 
intellectual sensitivity and an expression of 
aesthetic sense among the nobility of the 
Heian period.
As time went by, the culture of enjoying 
fragrances spread to the general public 
and became an essential part of Japanese 
spiritual culture.
This is a small scent bag to add fragrance to 
your letters to your loved ones.
When you open the envelope, you can 
enjoy the fragrance along with the letter...

In Japan, incense was once a form of 
intellectual sensitivity and an expression of 
aesthetic sense among the nobility of the 
Heian period.
As time went by, the culture of enjoying 
fragrances spread to the general public 
and became an essential part of Japanese 
spiritual culture.
This is a small scent bag to add fragrance to 
your letters to your loved ones.
When you open the envelope, you can 
enjoy the fragrance along with the letter...

 ▞ Fuminokou " Incense for letter"  "Ofuku greeting"

 ▞ Fuminokou (Incense for letter)

Ofuku-san, also known as "Otafuku," has long 
been a synonym for a common Japanese 
woman with plump cheeks.
These women have been loved for their 
gentle smiles, which bring good fortune.
Suuzando Hashimoto offers a variety of 
"Ofuku-san" products, including postcards, 
writing papers, and envelopes.
This product is a towel made in Imabari, 
Ehime Prefecture.
The design of Ofuku-san expresses the 12 
seasons of Japan.
It makes a perfect gift for a small person.

This letter set features a design of the 
National Treasure, Chojugiga (Animal-
person Caricatures), from the collection of 
the World Heritage Site, Toganosan Kosanji 
Temple in Kyoto. The writing paper is thin 
and soft, so please use a brush , brush pen 
or fountain pen to write on it. Please use the 
included ruled underlay in case you need it.

 ▞ Gauze Towel "Ofuku 12 Months"

 ▞ Letter set "TOGANOWO"

13 | Suuzando Hashimoto Corp.
Suuzando Hashimoto is a Japanese stationery store established in 1953 in Kyoto. We deal with 
a wide variety of stationery, including writing papers, envelopes, postcards, and Kinpu with 
original designs based on the theme of the changing of the seasons and with an emphasis on 
Japanese textures.
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ANBAN soap is handmade one by one, 
using the frame-kneading method, which 
takes time and effort to cool and harden. 
Since there is less soap base, more active 
ingredients can be added compared to 
machine kneading.
No coagulants, preservatives, foaming 
agents, or artificial fragrances are used.
Recommended for the following people!
Dull skin.
Dry and itchy...
hate the black bumps on my nose.
 don't use cleanser because I have no skin...

 ▞ SOAP

 

 ▞ moisture cream

 

 ▞ cleansing oil

 

 ▞ All-in-one face cream

14 | KYO LOCO Co., Ltd. -
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An aroma candle that uses essential oils 
extracted from plants in Kurama Sakyo 
Kyoto.
That was named "Kurama Reiki" because it is 
the birthplace of "Reiki". 
There are 4 types of scents that can be 
used according to the mood of the day → 
There are variations of "healing", "energy", 
"purification", and "inspiration".

 ▞ Kurama Reiki Aroma Candle

15 | Ugenta
Based in Kurama-kifune Sakyo Kyoto, we manufacture cosmetics using Kifune's water and 
aroma products using essential oils extracted from Kurama-kifune's plants.
We operate Japanese inn, restaurant, cafe and gallery in Kurama-kifune Sakyo Kyoto, and 
manufacture and sell cosmetics, aroma products and miscellaneous goods.
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We propose interior decorations using 
placket decorations and Nishijin-ori, which 
are also symbols of Sengoku warlords.

 ▞ Sengoku warlord wall hanging panel

There are about 20 different colors of thread 
used for armor, and you can freely match 
the color, hardware, etc. of the thread 
that meets the customer's needs, such as 
combination, not only the conventional red 
and brown colors, but also your favorite color 
matching. It is also possible to manufacture 
only one using a stag beetle, which can be 
proposed only by an armor maker.

 ▞ KyoAmar

There are about 20 different colors of thread 
used for armor, and you can freely match 
the color, hardware, etc. of the thread 
that meets the customer's needs, such as 
combination, not only the conventional red 
and brown colors, but also your favorite color 
matching. It is also possible to manufacture 
only one using a stag beetle, which can be 
proposed only by an armor maker.

 ▞ KyoAmar

We propose interior decorations using 
placket decorations and Nishijin-ori, which 
are also symbols of Sengoku warlords.

	▞ Sengoku	warlord	hanging	panel

16 | koubou bukyu The thread to use to armor has about 20 colors of various colors, and the production of the only 
one is enabled and is what I can suggest simply because it is an armor maker about the panel.
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It is a sharp and easy-to-use product.

 ▞ VG-1General purpose Santokuknife

It is a product that is sharp and esy to use.

 ▞ Nail clippers

It is a product that is sharp and easy to use.

 ▞ VG-1  petty knife 15

It is a product that is sharp and easy to 
handle.

 ▞ VG-1  petty knife 12

17 | KIKUICHIMONJI Ltd. -
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In Japan, Wrapping cloths have been a 
tradition (known as furoshiki). They are a 
fabulous, zero waste way of wrapping 
anything from produce and wine bottles 
to clothes & gifts. Furoshiki embraces 
the philosophy of eco-friendly living by 
challenging us on how many items we really 
need. This beautiful and ingenious art allows 
one object to have many uses simply by 
folding and tying the cloth in a different 
way.

	▞ 50cm	Japanese	cotton	furoshiki

This Prayer beads is Tendai's one. Tendai is 
a school of Mahayana Buddhism in Japan, 
a descendant of the Chinese Tiantai or 
Lotus Sutra school. A center of Japanese 
Tendai "Enryaku-ji temple" is on Mount Hiei, 
Northern Kyoto. It's also famous as UNESCO 
World Heritage Site.

 ▞ Japanese Tendai Ohira Juzu Plum Wood Prayer Beads

In Japan, Wrapping cloths have been a 
tradition (known as furoshiki). They are a 
fabulous, zero waste way of wrapping 
anything from produce and wine bottles 
to clothes & gifts. Furoshiki embraces 
the philosophy of eco-friendly living by 
challenging us on how many items we really 
need. This beautiful and ingenious art allows 
one object to have many uses simply by 
folding and tying the cloth in a different 
way.

 ▞ 50cm cotton Japanese furoshiki Hedgehog

Yakusugi refers to "Japanese cedar" (sugi, 
or Cryptomeria) on the island of Yakushima, 
typically growing at altitudes 500 meters 
and higher. The term also extends to the 
lumber taken from the logging of these 
coniferous trees.And this wood beads have 
tender fragrance which can relax people 
who wear this bracelet and ease their heart. 
It's very fit for as a gift or souvenir.

 ▞ 8mm Japanese Yakusugi cedar wood bracelet

18 | Asahi Consulting Co., Ltd. The beads and bracelets can be customized to the size you desire.
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Marguerite Matcha Bowl: A Part of "KAYORI" 
Collection
KAYORI:Finding Delight in Brilliance
In the process of inheriting a technique, a 
little revision and recombination can expose 
delightful new methods. This creative path 
has always played a role in the long history 
of Kyoto. Here, in every period of history, 
a certain brilliance and joyful creativity 
have accompanied both work and life. 
T.Nishikawa & Co., Inc. presents  "Kayori", a 
brand to represent...

 ▞ Matcha Bowl Marguerite BL

KUMO : A Celebration of Skill and Tradition
This style of ceramic painting, called  
"Kakizume", represents the continuation of 
Kyoto and Kiyomizu Ware. Cultivated in 
ancient Kyoto and crafted by skilled artisans 
who have mastered subtlety, it epitomizes 
tradition.
 “Kumo" is T.Nishikawa & Co., Inc.'s brand of 
this popularly produced Kiyomizu Ware with 
Kakizume painting. The use of this fine quality 
ceramic ware, combining...

 ▞ Cast Iron Teapot L w/ Porcelain Lid Sometsuke Cherry Flower

MITATE Brand: The Experience of Landscape
The overlapping of glazes creates an 
expression of the infinite. Called  "Keshiki" 
(landscape) in the world of the tea 
ceremony, it has been likened to the often-
changing landscape of Japan. Not merely 
reproducing scenery in color and form, 
this style of ceramic ware embodies the 
perception of nature itself.
T.Nishikawa & Co., Inc. presents  "Mitate"...

 ▞ Cast Iron Teapot w/E & CI Lid Plum GD&SV

These teapots feature copper, brass, or 
aluminum handles to match their designs. 
The handles are removable, allowing them 
to be easily stored and cared for. To save 
space, two Kumidashi teacups can be 
stacked and stored together with these 
teapots. Use this tea set with your guests to 
stimulate lively conversation. They will bring 
a touch of beauty not only to Japanese 
tea, but to any kind of tea, and create a 
refined experience for you and your guests 
to enjoy at your leisure...

 ▞ Teapot Marguerite M.SV

19 | T. Nishikawa & Co., Inc.

T. NISHIKAWA & Co., Inc. is located in Kyoto. Since 1917, the company has been promoting 
Kiyomizu ware and exporting it worldwide. 8 years ago, we launched three original brands 
(Kayori: Finding delight in brilliance, Kumo: A celebration of skill and tradition, and Mitate: The 
experience of landscape), a first in the Kiyomizu ware industry. We are now focused on planning, 
developing, and manufacturing new products and expanding sales (see more ...)
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MAMESARA is a small dish with patterns of 
tools and animals that have been popular 
in Japan for a long time on new "urushi" 
Japanese colors. 
You can enjoy a little "Japanese" taste in 
your daily life.
Designed by kazushige miyake (Japan).

 ▞ Small Dish "Mame"

This product line shows a combination of 
the unique warmness of wood, the beautiful 
texture of "urushi" lacquer and the dignified 
line of "makie".
Designed by Satoshi Umeno (Japan).

 ▞ KOROMO Cup

With the Moku series, enjoy the beauty and 
texture of a "vessel of wood" in modern life.
For storage, the products are stackable and 
nested.
They are light-weight, comfortable to hold, 
and feel smooth on the mouth.
Designed by kazushige miyake (Japan).

 -

 ▞ MOKU Cup  ▞ IRO-IRO Bowl blue

20 | ISUKE & Co., Ltd.
ISUKE was founded about 190 years ago in Kyoto and specialises in both natural lacquer "urushi" 
and lacquerware.We believe that "ursuhi" lacquerware should be used in everyday life, and 
that people should be able to feel the beauty of lacquerware and experience a little happiness 
through it.
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NINSHU produces and sells Kyo-ware 
(Omuro-ware) of handmade.
NINSHU is the purveyor to the world heritage 
Ninna-ji Temple in Kyoto.
We are privileged to use the same Imperial 
Chrysanthemum emblem.
The Ninshu Bowl with perfect shallowness 
can be used for a wide variety of dishes, 
such as pasta, salad, and boiled food. Easy-
to-use medium bowl size.
There are 5 different color kinds of the 
NINSHU Bowl. The features of the...

 ▞ Ninshu Bowl

NINSHU produces and sells Kyo-ware(Omuro-
ware) of handmade.
NINSHU is the purveyor to the world heritage 
Ninna-ji Temple in Kyoto.
We are privileged to use the same Imperial 
Chrysanthemum emblem.
The Furyu Matcha Bowl is usable as not only 
the Japanese tea ceremony but also a 
soup Bowl.
There are 10 different color kinds of Furyu 
Matcha Bowl. The features of the Furyu 
Matcha Bowl are as follows: The product...

 ▞ Bamboo princess Furyu Matcha bowl_single

NINSHU produces and sells Kyo-ware(Omuro-
ware) of handmade.
NINSHU is the purveyor to the world heritage 
Ninna-ji Temple in Kyoto.
We are privileged to use the same Imperial 
Chrysanthemum emblem.
The Furyu Matcha Bowl is usable as not only 
the Japanese tea ceremony but also a 
soup Bowl.
There are 10 different color kinds of Furyu 
Matcha Bowl. The features of the Furyu...

 ▞ Jade Furyu Matcha bowl_single

NINSHU produces and sells Kyo-ware(Omuro-
ware) of handmade.
NINSHU is the purveyor to the world heritage 
Ninna-ji Temple in Kyoto.
We are privileged to use the same Imperial 
Chrysanthemum emblem.
The Furyu Matcha Bowl is usable as not only 
the Japanese tea ceremony but also a 
soup Bowl.
There are 10 different color kinds of Furyu 
Matcha Bowl. The features of the Furyu...

	▞ OMURO	cherry	Furyu	Matcha	bowl_single

21 | NINSHU CO., LTD.

NINSHU is pottery/ceramics manufacturer of Kyoto. The OMURO Imperial Kiln, founded in 
1646, served the OMURO Imperial Palace for generations. NINSHU is currently appointed by 
royal warrant to the historic OMURO Imperial Palace of NINNA-JI, which is honored to use the 
same Imperial chrysanthemum emblem.Currently 99% of ceramic ware is made by automated 
molding and transfer-printing. Although they are precise and identical, they can't  (see more...)
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These can be used as chopstick rests or 
cutlery rests.
These designs represent the evolution from 
the new moon to the full moon.
One is a crescent moon, and five are a full 
moon.
The moon is said to be a symbol of good 
luck.
We express the evolution of the moon as a 
desire for "growth" and "development."

 ▞ Moon Piece

These are a set of sake.
In Japan, it is customary to hold a party 
while watching the moon.
It is a set that imaged this party.
The three cups are different in size and can 
be seen like a tower by stacking them.

 ▞ Moon Piece -Sake set-

These are a set of plates.
In Japan, it is customary to hold a party 
while watching the moon.
It is a set that imaged this party.
The three plates are different in size.
The large diameter is 26cm, the medium 
diameter is 23cm, and the small diameter is 
20cm.
Storage becomes compact by stacking.

	▞ Moon	Piece	-Plate	set-

22 | TOHGORO Co., Ltd.
We offer a digital custom-made service that can be accessed by overseas customers. 
Please check the following URL.   https://exmic.jp/custom-made/?lang=en
A retail business of ceramics, mainly Kyoto-ware and Kiyomizu-ware.
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A plate made of thinar Wood made to 
protect the forest enviroment.

 ▞ wooden plate Set of 5

A plate made of thinar Wood made to 
protect the forest enviroment.

 ▞ wooden plate Set of 5 square

23 | Kawataki Corporation
We operate "Kawabata Takisaburo Shoten", a cooking utensil shop that collects masterpieces 
from all over the country near Kyoto Nishiki Market.
General Trading Company
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Pelican Kyusu(R) was devised and 
developed so that even large-sized tea 
leaves can be poured to the last drop. In 
the busy modern times, I wanted to enjoy 
a relaxing tea time at home, so I changed 
the color and shape to suit the current living 
space. For tea time to enjoy slowly, you can 
relax with the scent of tea and reset the 
time.

 ▞ Pelican tea pot

I made it from the desire to enjoy tea time 
at home.

 ▞ Pelican tea cup

It can be used not only for tea but also for 
dessert as a small bowl.

 ▞ Pelican cup

24 | Shinroku Co., Ltd. Our potters have their own glazes and designs.
Shinrokugama
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New online catalog service exclu-

sive for JETRO buyers. Registered 

buyers can search finest Japanese 

products on “Japan Street” anytime 

anywhere!

Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) is the economic development agency and of 

the Japanese government. JETRO promotes mutual trade and investment between Japan and 

the rest of the world. Utilizing our network of more than 70 overseas offices and 48 in Japan, 

JETRO carries out a range of activities, including: facilitating foreign direct investment into 

Japan; helping Japan’s small and medium -size firms maximize their export potential; and 

promoting Japanese products abroad.

・・・・・

・・・・・
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It allows buyers to have easy search by 

words, category, producing area and so on 

anytime anywhere!

Recommendation function will bring you an 

special encounter with a new item.

Japan Street holds wide range of product 

line ups including foods, cosmetics, kitchen-

ware, even machineries. All are exportable.

Send estimate request, meeting request to 

multiple Japanese companies via Japan 

Street with support from JETRO.

No fee required to sign up. Since it is mem-

bership based service, registration by buyer 

is required.




